Exact and approximate solutions of direct and inverse problems for particle's dynamic equations deduced in the framework of quaternion model of relativity are suggested. Point particles in the approach are regarded as bodies of reference represented by quaternion triads subject to transformations preserving form invariance of quaternion multiplication. Values of forces causing non-inertial motion of frames are estimated from viewpoints of immobile observer and a moving frame. Dynamical characteristics of several types of non-inertial motions (uniformly rectilinearly accelerated frame, relativistic oscillator) are analyzed. A simple variant of relativistic twobody problem is considered in detail, and motion integrals for a particle in a field of central force are found under natural conditions imposed upon the force's potential. A relativistic Kepler-type problem is examined, and deceleration of the space probe Pioneer-10 is estimated.
INTRODUCTION
Derivation of dynamic equations within quaternion (Q-) model of relativity is given in paper. 1 In fact all formulae of Q-model are just algebraic and differential correlations of quaternion math interpreted as equations with physical meaning. This interpretation is confirmed by the fact that basic object of Q-model, bi-quaternion (BQ-) space-time vector form invariant under SO(3,C)-transformations of vector Q-units (triads), turns out to be a quaternion square root from Lorentz-invariant line-element, basic object of Einstein-Minkowski relativity. 2 Differently from 4-dimensional (4D) line element, its BQ-square-root vector belongs to 3D complex-valued manifold symmetrically divided into 3D-space (real part) and 3D-time (imaginary part), but no extra dimensions problem emerges due to mathematically forced orthgonality between time direction and space directions (determined by vectors of velocity and acceleration of observed body or frame); the orthogonality condition endows the BQ-vector with definable norm. In the Q-model Q-triads interconnected by admissible SO(3,C)-transformations, rotational equations (RE), behave as relativistic frames simultaneously pointing directions for space and time parts of general manifold. Transition from metric to BQ-vector format makes the relativity theory technically simpler since Q-model's basic BQ-vector is a relativistic generalization of 3D vector of particle's displacement of Newtonian mechanics; hence relativistic equations can be easily constructed for various situations in a given frame, and respective solutions are found similarly to classical cases. Illustrative examples are given in paper 3 demonstrating that cinematic effects of special relativity are readily found in Q-model's format; moreover the theory admits variability of transformation parameters thus making possible to easily formulate and solve relativistic problems of non-inertial motion. Q-model's dynamic equations are deduced using the fact of Q-momentum form-invariance. The equations are written in generally non-inertial frames so that one vector of each frame is always aligned with particle-observer relative velocity. Specific features of the equations are the following: tangent acceleration is a time derivative of variable hyperbolic parameter (not of velocity), "non-inertial forces" arise automatically as result of variable character of Q-triads' parameters, while physical forces of any nature (gravity included) should be introduced empirically. The Q-model dynamic equations have clear geometric meaning of non-tensor transformation equations for Q-connection coefficients written in different bases. This paper offers distinguished solutions of the Q-model's dynamic equations from viewpoints of observer and in some cases of frames attached to observed particles. Section 2 contains information about used notations, basic formulae with their brief explanations. In Section 3 observational analysis of forces supporting hyperbolic motion and harmonic oscillations is made, and motion of electrically charged relativistic particle in exterior magnetic field is considered. In Section 4 integrals of the equations for a simple case of two-body problem are obtained, and the solutions are applied to special problems of particles' relativistic motion in Newtonian gravitational field. Section 5 offers critical comments and discussion.
NOTATIONS AND BASIC FORMULAE
Following notations are used below. Small Latin indices are threedimensional k n j = 1 2 3 ; q k is a vector-quaternion unit. 
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Adv. Sci. Lett. 3, 236-240, 2010 Vector quaternion units obey the Hamilton multiplication rule q k q n = − kn + knj q j where kn , knj are 3D Kronecker and Levi-Civita symbols, summation convention holds. Three vector Q-units q k = (or triad) are regarded as a frame of reference, bold letters denote vector-quaternions a = a k q k (a k are real numbers) or bi-quaternions (a k are complex numbers). Time and coordinate derivatives are denoted as t = / t (or dot above symbol),
Tangent (along relative velocity V) and normal components of dynamics equations for a relativistic particle (body of reference of observed frame from viewpoint of an observer in frame (whose vector q 2 is aligned with V) are respectively given in the form
Following notations are used in Eqs. (1), (2): m is relativistic mass of the particle; c is speed of light; is hyperbolic parameter of − rotational equation (RE) = O 3 , O 3 being SO(3,C)-matrix of simple rotation about vector q 3 = q 3 ; a 2 , a 3 are proper tangent and normal accelerations of , V = V ; is value of angular velocity of arising from necessity to keep q 2 parallel to V; F 2 and F 3 are tangent and normal components of resulting physical force acting upon the particle; -time scale is implied. It is important to stress that theaccelerations a 2 , a 3 and angular velocity in Q-model have geometric origin being in fact Q-connection coefficients kn satisfying standard "frame-translation" equation t q k = kn q n : a 2 = ic 12 , a 3 = ic 13 , = 23 .
The same mechanical situation can be represented in coordinates and time of the frame (but again from the viewpoint of -observer), the transformed equations are written precisely as equations of Newton's dynamics
where m 0 is rest-mass of the particle; a 2 t = ic 1 
O kj being a matrix linking the frames.
FORCES IN EXAMPLES OF NON-INERTIAL RELATIVISTIC MOTIONS
Here the question is answered what form has function of a force causing typical non-inertial relativistic motions of a particle from viewpoint of inertial -observer. The following algorithm is suggested for the analysis.
(i) Dynamic behavior of the frame is supposed given as q k t what allows computing of respective components of Q-connection, hence proper accelerations a k of the observer.
(ii) RE for examined mechanical situation is determined = O together with parameters of the transformation. Typical motions are characterized by special dependence of the parameters on the particle's time. In this section only simple rotation of
is considered, hyperbolic parameter given as time-function in time-scales t ; time correlation follows from (6)
(iii) From Eqs. (3)- (6) components of the force giving birth to a certain type of motion are expressed as functions of transformation parameters (here of in time-scale. (iv) With the help of (7) components of force estimated by -observer are expressed from Eqs. (1), (2) in time-scale.
This algorithm is applied below to force analysis for several typical relativistic motions. Example 1. Uniformly accelerated rectilinear motion (hyperbolic motion). This well known cinematic problem was primarily analyzed in the framework of Special Relativity (SR) from inertial -observer viewpoint 4 and is naturally described in Q-model from viewpoint of any frame. 3 Use the above algorithm.
is chosen as an inertial (constant) frame having no proper accelerations a k = 0; relative velocity is always kept parallel to q 2 , so only Eqs. (1), (3) 
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In the following analysis function t = t t will be needed; it is sought for using Eqs. (7) and (8) t = dt cosh t = dt cosh 0 sin t the integral t t ) is computed in Ref. [5] 
No exact inversion t t of the function seems possible, so approximation up to 2 0 , 0 << 1 is only considered
It is easily checked up that this approximation is indifferent to use of or of frequency observed form . Using Eqs. (7), (10) time derivative of parameter is recomputed to -time scale and expressed as a function of -timė
and since m = m 0 cosh , Eq. (1) gives expression for the force form -observer's viewpoint
Thus the force giving birth to genuinely harmonic oscillations from viewpoint of -observer appears to be not a harmonic one. Case B. Apparently harmonic oscillator. (iii) This might seem not natural situation in relativity, but as well it may be instructive as illustration of Q-model capacity to solve problems. If a harmonic oscillation is observed from then Eq. (1) has to be reducible to canonical form m 0V = −k x, with V ≡ẋ = c tanh , k = const, and x being coordinate along q 2 . But written in terms of V Eq. (1) is m 0V cosh 3 = F 2 , so it acquires the canonical form when F 2 = −kx cosh 3 . Solutions for the coordinate and hyperbolic parameter are straightforward
Then observed force-value function is a relativistic distortion of the Hook's law
The Q-model approach readily offers estimation of the force in terms of coordinates and time of the frame as a result of the following procedure. Integral t = dt/ cosh t is computed establishing − time-scales' interdependence with subsequent determining of the following functions: relative velocity Example 3. Motion of electrically charged particle in constant magnetic field. Let particle with rest-mass m 0 and electric charge e move in exterior magnetic field B = Bq 1 = const. (i) Since the motion can be curvilinear should rotate to keep relative velocity V = V q 2 , so 23 = = 0, but no translational accelerations of are present a k = 0; full set of dynamic Eqs. (1)- (4) is used.
(ii) Equation (6) 
i.e., the particle is circularly orbiting about -observer, what precisely repeats the known result. 6 Having solution (11) one readily estimates value of the force in frame . If -component of the Q-connection 23 = and of respective -acceleration are transformed to be read in -terms
− e/c VB 1 − V 2 /c 2 , too constant but relativistically corrected when compared to standard Lorentz-force expression.
PARTICLE IN A CENTRAL FORCE

Dynamic Equations
A variant of two-body problem is considered here with limiting requirements: mass of the body of reference of observer's frame M 0 is infinitely greater than that of observed frame m 0 ; the origin of for convenience is placed to the immobile force center, so the frame has no proper translational accelerations a k = 0, though it may rotate keeping its vector q 2 parallel to V. But in the case of central force the problem is simplified if instead of "velocity-oriented" frame another special frame¯ ("chasing frame") is used whose one vector, say q¯2, is always pointed onto the observed particle (signal retardation ignored) marking the direction of the force action, so that F¯2 = 0, F¯3 = 0. Chasing frame¯ is produced from a constant frame˜ (with origin in the force-center and vectors q˜2, q˜3 belonging to particle's velocity-acceleration plane) by a rotation about vector q˜1 = q¯1 at variable angle t :¯ = O t 1˜ ; the only component of -connection is found to be 23 =˙ . Matrix O t 1 evidently realizes an admissible SO(3,C)-transformation, so relativistic particle's Q-momentum can be referred to frame¯
where r is the particle's radial coordinate, m = m 0 cosh . Q-model's dynamic equations t P = F in the frame¯ form the system 12) is identically satisfied, and only Eqs. (13), (14) remain to describe dynamics of the system. Up to this point no physical or mathematical assumptions were made, but now the well known relativity force-potential problem arises and an analysis of the right-hand-side of Eq. (16) is needed. Further on only relatively slow motions of bodies in the Solar system will be considered, that's why Newtonian gravitational force is taken as a seed exampleF = −GM 0 m 0 /l 2 , G is the gravitational constant, l is M 0 − m 0 distance. Regarded from the force may be described as F = −GM 0 m/r 2 so that F cosh =F cosh 2 ; for -observer the force may be F = −GM m 0 /r 2 , but in Eq. (16) it should be expressed in -terms, r = r cosh −1 , thus F cosh =F cosh 4 . Other variants may be suggested, so a generic proposal comprising given above samples is made F cosh =F cosh N , N = 1 2 3 F = −d U /dr, U r being a classical potential energy.
Integrals of Motion
Another assumption, rather a basic demand, is existence of energy integral; this means that the right-hand-side of Eq. (16) has to be a full time-derivative what is achieved if
with U r a potential energy function to be determined from differential equation
The energy integral following from Eqs. (16), (17)
helps to find square velocity modulus as a function of the potential energy
and approximate (up to the first order of small terms) expression for the relativistic factor
The differential Eq. (18) with Eq. (20b) taken into account is rewritten as
and has the solution
Now second integrals of motion can be found and analyzed.
In particular both Eqs. (19) and (15) For finite trajectories E 0 < 0, and the result of integration is an ellipse; compared to classical case it is distorted by relativistic terms but still remains stationary so that in this version of relativity theory with the Newtonian potential U no perihelion-shift effect is present. Equation (23) plays an essential role, the fact being alien to classical mechanics but standard to theory of relativistic motion: transit in geodesic equation from world line or canonic parameter to observer's time involves appearance of a relativistic factor (depending on the potential) at the force term; moreover Christoffel symbols entering geodesic motion with gravity comprise components of metric tensor (gravitational potential) as well as derivatives of the metric (force). In the case of Eq. (23) the potential U 0 /m 0 may be naturally treated as a background gravity generated by the Solar System environment, i.e., by the Galaxy. Roughly approximate the potential by field of a quasi-spherical (comprising the halo) object
45 g is mass of the Galaxy part inside sphere of the Sun's orbit radius R ∼ 2 · 10 22 cm (cited from 9 ). Then the Galaxy-caused acceleration of the probe due to the third term in Eq. (23) is
This value is an order less than that of the reported Pioneer 10 anomaly; moreover it decreases with distance from the Sun. But as was assumed in the earlier analysis of possible gravitational (in the framework of GR) and pure relativistic reasons of the Pioneer acceleration residuals 10 the observed anomaly can be a sum of several physical reasons; one component may be represented by Eq. (24).
DISCUSSION
Given above study offers a practical part of the Q-model relativity theory. It is shown that the theory allows coping with a wide number of problems of relativistic dynamics. First, the method is demonstrated to be convenient for evaluation of force functions in any frame of reference provided a particle's motion law and the frames interconnection functions are known. This seems to be an advantageous feature of the theory since solutions of such inverse mechanical problems for a series of "standard" accelerations of a particle (classical ones in its proper frame) permit to easily compose a "data base" of respective functions of forces acting upon the particle from the observer's viewpoint, and vice versa, to compute genuine force function having observational data of the relativistic particle's motion. This helps to facilitate understanding of relativistic interaction peculiarities in many cases. Second, the Q-model offers a distinct approach for description of relativistic dynamical situations. In particular, solution of a simple case of two-body problem with central force presented in "particle chasing frame" suggests practical ways to deal with specific relativistic terms of the equations (time derivative of velocity parameter and an additional time equation), and demonstrates possession of integrals of motion. It is also shown that the Q-model dynamic equations generalizing those of Newtonian dynamics still preserve the problem of determination of the force function. But despite of this characteristic illness of any theory requiring empirical formulation of the "source," reasonable assumptions make the Q-dynamics able to solve problems and explain/predict effects. This study closes the first stage of investigations of new Q-model of relativity and concludes the series of previous papers. 1 3 Logic of the theory demands that next natural step be refuse from empiric force and search for physical interaction schemes inside super-powerful quaternion geometry.
